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The anatomy of a decision (1)

Logic

If
applicant.age < 18 

Then
application.accepted = false
application.reason = ‘too young’

Consider a simple rule:
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The anatomy of a decision (2)

Logic

Case Data Outputs
(the decision)

Business Data

The anatomy of a decision (3)
• We can break down what we need to make a decision into three parts:
• The logic - typically rules, decision tables, procedural logic

• An application is rejected if the applicant is younger than a specified age

• The case data – information about the particular case we are making 
the decision about (the applicant’s age)

• The case data never appears as an explicit value in the logic only as a ‘variable’

• The ‘business data’ – the specific values used by the decision making 
logic (e.g. the value of the minimum age of an applicant is 18)

• Business data frequently appears as an explicit value in the logic (particularly in 
decision tables) but can also be a ‘variable’

• Once we have made a decision we will have some outputs
• These also generally depend on ‘business data’ (e.g. the text of a reject reason)
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Managing the Business Data
• In a decision system

• The case data is the input to the system – it changes for every decision made
• The logic is the executable part of the system – it typically changes slowly

• The minimum age might change, but the minimum age rule is there and with fixed logic
• The business data sits between

• it is an ‘input’ to the logic
• but it changes periodically, e.g. thresholds for tax are updated annually
• business data can depend on historical activity, so may slowly but continually evolve

• How do we manage the Business Data?
• How much have we got? A half dozen items? A hundred? A thousand? More?
• How often do the items change?

• Is there a regular update schedule? Is there a need to make updates quickly?
• Where is the ‘Source of Truth’?

Business Data: Development vs Runtime
• The correct execution of a decision service relies on it having 

the correct business data
• If development of a decision service takes any significant 

time, the business data will change before the service gets 
deployed

• Therefore in a very real sense, while the correct business 
data is essential at runtime, having the correct business data 
during development is (almost) irrelevant.

• In some cases, developers are explicitly not given access to 
the ‘real’ business data. Only the business have access to it.
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An Ambiguity – Decision Tables vs Rules
• In a simple standalone rule the distinction between logic, 

case data and business data is obvious
• In a decision table the difference between logic and business 

data is not so clear cut
• Is a new row in a decision table really new logic?
• Or is it really just a new set of business data?

• Personally I view a new row as new business data not new 
logic
• The logic embodied in the decision table depends on the columns 

and types of conditions permitted, not the explicit values in cells.

• Other people take a different view 

Enough Theory!
Let’s look at examples
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Lots of Data – DMC Challenge Feb 2021
• A ‘Big’ Decision Table Provided as a CSV file

• 16369 Rows with 8 inputs and 3 outputs
• Multiple Solutions Provided for DMC Challenge

• Posed as a performance challenge
• Rete Network/Prolog Unification/Hash tables clear winners on 

performance
• Highlights many issues with ‘big’ decision tables

• Legacy – is ‘reimplementing’ an existing ‘decision table’ in new 
technology a good idea?

• Is performance actually all that important?
• depends on usage pattern

• How is maintenance to be achieved?
• How can we partition the data so business can maintain it?

Lots of Data – DMC Challenge May 2022
• Looking at Health Claims

• Need to flag pairs of diagnoses (ICD-10 codes) which ‘conflict’
• ~70,000 ‘Conflicting’ pairs of codes
• A ‘case’ may consist of an arbitrary number of codes

• But probably only a few (< 5)

Plus X52, W56.11
And V96.00, W56.11

R42, X52

W56.11, Y93.D1, V96.00, X52

W56.11, Y92.241

Case DataCase Data
R42, Y93.D1
V96.00,X52
V96.00,W56.11
X52,W56.11
Y92.241,W56.11

Conflicting Diagnoses
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Serious stuff these ICD-10 codes 

• R42 – giddiness or dizziness
• X52 – Prolonged Stay in weightless environment
• V96.00 – Unspecified Ballooning accident injuring occupant
• W56.11 – Bitten by sea-lion
• Y93.D1 – Accident while knitting or crocheting
• Y92.241 – Hurt at the library
• W55.21 – Bitten by a cow
• W61.12 – Struck by a Macaw
• V97.31 – Sucked into a Jet Engine
• V91.07 – Burn due to Water-Skis on Fire

Managing Conflicting Diagnoses

• Basic Logic
• For each case, generate each possible pair of diagnosis codes
• For each pairing, test to see if pairing is in list of forbidden combinations
• Report any forbidden combinations

• Need to combine ‘procedural’ logic to generate pairs with 
‘declarative’ logic for testing

• Need efficient search of forbidden pairings - there are so many
• But this is not difficult – it is after all only a lookup table

• Logically the problem really is (fairly) basic
• But what about maintaining the business data?
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Third Party Data• – Conflicting Diagnoses 
• High Performance Utilisation of the list conflicting pairs is easy

• Sample implementations are largely independent of the size of the list

• Maintaining it is NOT
• 72,748 IDC-10 codes (for USA in 2022) no one understands all of them
• To add, remove or modify an item in the list, a clinician must understand both 

diagnoses and if/how they conflict
• Diagnoses can overlap medical specialities

• So a simple partition of codes is unlikely to be workable

• These are typical issues where there is a lot of business data
• More effort may be needed in designing tools to maintain the data 

than to use it

• Data outside the control of the team maintaining the decision system

Business Data – Source of Truth
• The development team may not ‘own’ the business data

• The decision system is frequently not the ‘source of truth’

• Checking the business data in the decision system is ‘correct’
• Option 1 – comprehensive testing

• Works for slow and scheduled changes (UK tax bands and financial years)
• Typically comprehensive testing required in these scenarios anyway

• Option 2 – use code generation to build from the ‘source of truth’
• E.g. Drools implements decision tables by consuming Excel Spreadsheets

• Option 3 – direct consumption of ‘source of truth’
• Post Codes risk factors (direct read of output from data analytics)
• Conflicting Pairs List for IDC-10 codes (direct read of CSV file)
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Complex Business Data
• Sometime Business Data comprises simple facts

• The minimum age for an applicant
• The loan size to income ratio for affordability

• Usually it is not
• Data is in form of tables – multiple rows and columns

• Tax bands with thresholds and rates
• Or more complex data structures – nested tables, trees, graphs

• Tables of business data often translate neatly into decision 
tables
• But not always

Complex Business Data: Order Promotions
• Originally posed as DMC Challenge Jan 2018

• How to apply promotions and discounts
• Highly open-ended – what kinds of promotions and 

discounts are to be applied? Only example is:
• reduce the total cost of the order by $3.50 if it contains at least 5 

items 1108 and at least 4 items 2639
• Example poses immediate issues:

• There is a dependency between the type of item and the quantity
• Want to ask if an order contains an item and if so, what is the quantity

• If an order has 10 items 1108 and 9 items of 2639 is discount $7?
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Complex Business Data: Order Promotions
• Decision Tables struggle with interdependent columns

• Can use ‘enhanced’ cells holding multiple fields
• Or multiple tables which need linking together

• What if we have promotions which share promoted items?
• Do we use all the promotions? One? (Which?) Something else?

• Ideally want order promotions ‘visible’ to the ‘users’ (the 
customer buying the goods)
• If they don’t ‘know’ about a promotion, they won’t use it
• (and promotions are about increasing sales!!)

Complex Business Data: Order Promotions
• Identify types of Promotion

• Always applicable
• Promotions which can conflict
• Accumulative vs One-off promotions
• …

• Define Promotions Externally
• Can be easily shown to customers and updated by business
• Import promotions case by case or periodically (always up to date)

• Combine rules, objects and procedural logic for promotions
• Have strategies for choosing the best set of promotions to apply
• Tell customer how and why promotions have been applied (or not)
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Conclusions
• Business Data embodies the current objectives of the business

• It changes more frequently than the business logic

• There are multiple ways to manage it
• But where is the source of truth – inside or outside the decision services?

• When there is a lot of business data, usually the rules are very simple
• The real problem often maintenance. No one understands all the data
• Externalising business data can help both management and performance
• Basic data structures like Maps and Sets can often be employed
• Simple or more complex code generation tactics are viable options

• Some complex problems can be simplified using objects rather then 
simple data items

• Objects & Rules vs Decision Tables

Any Questions?
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Additional Examples

Lots of Data – Insurance Underwriting 
• The problem

• Need to incorporate ‘risk rating’ of an address into decision service calculating 
insurance premium

• Risk ratings are based on postcode of address
• there are ~1.8 million UK postcodes

• Analysis
• The risk rating is (almost) a simple lookup

• Ratings can apply to exact postcodes (e.g. SP1 2EJ), and partial postcodes (e.g. SP1 2)
• Development system user interface is unusable with a decision table of tens of 

thousands of rows
• Source of truth is external to system

• Solution
• Externalise data as a simple Map postcode → ra ng wrapped in Java
• Easy to implement, easy to maintain, high performance
• Fully compatible with rest of the existing solution
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Third Party Data – Claim Optimisation 
• Health Service Providers make claims to Government Insurer

• A claim may range from a single procedure/treatment to several thousand

• Problem is to select the ‘optimal’ set of procedures to make the 
largest claim possible which corresponds to the insurance rules

• Government Insurer Forbids Certain Claim Combinations
• May be necessary to perform two procedures but can only claim for one
• Can only claim for a certain number of procedures within a given time frame

• Government Insurer Defines Reimbursement Rates
• May be better to claim for a few expensive procedures rather than many 

inexpensive ones (or vice versa)

Third Party Data – Claim Optimisation
• Business Data is all defined by Government

• Which procedures ‘conflict’
• Constraints on number of times procedures can be undertaken

• Constraint Rules defined by Government
• Optimisation process is determined by healthcare provider

• Data and rules change periodically
• New rule types are rare and few in number

• Treatments may overlap changes in rules and data
• Some patients require only one procedure to be undertaken
• Others may require thousands of treatments and months of care
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Complex Business Data: Reward Schemes
• Looking at ‘branded’ credit cards (Store cards, Airline cards, etc.)
• Financial Service Provider backing the card ‘rewards’ the ‘brand’ for 

new business it acquires
• Need to calculate payments/accruals according to negotiated reward scheme

• Many reward ‘schemes’ (~ 12)
• One off payment for new customer (i.e. person branded card is issued to)
• Annual payment for each ‘active’ customer
• Commission on annual usage of all branded cards
• …

• Schemes defines rules, but the parameters (business data) depend on 
the brands (including variations for subsidiaries & international)

• Case data depends on the scheme - typically 1000s of items/case

Complex Business Data: Reward Schemes
• All Business Data Maintained in Database
• Generic Model for All Schemes

• Scheme Model type determines which data items to use
• Business data translated into objects for manipulation by rules

• Dedicated Tools for creating new schemes for a brand
• UI to guide input of schemes
• Dedicated decision system to validate schemes

• Reward Calculations Made By Monthly Batch
• Decision system needs to work out what the case data is, as well 

as performing calculations on it
• Case data typically lists of structured objects
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